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When Mantra Interiors was commissioned to create a new, upgraded 
workplace for a leading financial risk management company, UK furniture 
manufacturer, Lee & Plumpton, was delighted to be included in the fit-out 
specification.

The client, J.C. Rathbone Associates Limited (JCRA), is a regulated, 
independent financial risk management consultancy with offices located 
in London, New York and an expanding presence across Europe and 
North America.

Mantra Interiors was appointed to undertake a complete interior design 
& build fit-out for JCRA’s new 9000+ sq. ft office premises in St James’s 
Square, Mayfair, London.

“As the appointed Interior Architects for the project, our brief was to 
create a visually pleasing and functional interior accommodating meeting 
rooms, boardrooms, shower and kitchen facilities for the 100 staff 
members,” explains Chris Davies, Project Director at Mantra Interiors.  

“We were also required to undertake a complete overhaul of the HVAC 
and lighting systems as well as refurbish the entire facility. Our goal was 
to transform the office into an inspirational workspace. An important 
element of achieving this objective was through specifying and installing 
quality products and finishes.”

Offering a full turnkey service from concepts through to interior fit out 
and refurbishment, Mantra’s reputation for excellence has been further 
endorsed by the award of ‘Best Workplace Design Specialists 2021 – 
South East England’ at BUILD Magazine’s Architecture Awards.

COMPLETE FIT-OUT SOLUTION  
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The specification for JCRA’s project included Lee & Plumpton’s Geo 
1600mm bench desking together with bespoke ‘poseur’ height, tall table 
units with power and data fittings to create a ‘hot desking’ facility. 

The desking area also included Liberty task seating from HumanScale 
together with top grade, Milliken carpet tiles.

“We were delighted to work with Lee & Plumpton,” continues 
Chris Davies. “We were able to complete the fitout within a 6-week 
timeframe, which included the implementation of all data and electrical 
requirements.”

Lee & Plumpton’s Geo range marries sleek, minimalist design styling with 
practicality. Featuring an inset intermediate leg and ‘floating’ appearance 
25mm desk surface, Geo is manufactured using heavy grade steel for 
strength and stability and available with slot-in cable management. The 
bespoke tall tables were developed from Lee & Plumpton’s Planar range. 
Ideal for hot desking and collaborative working, the tables were fitted 
with integrated power and data modules.

With its head office in Godalming Surrey and a London showroom, 
Mantra Interiors specialises in design and build for office interiors. The 
Company has developed an innovative approach through a series of 
transparent and clear processes to bring new office designs to life. By 
identifying and agreeing each stage, Mantra can Fast Track the whole 
process from brief to handover.


